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In this manual you find the steps required to connect a camera to your BatCounter to turn it in to a 
camera trap for bat research. By connecting a camera the Apodemus BatCounter takes a picture at 
the time a measurement is triggered. The shutter delay of the BatCounter is approximately 8ms.

The BatCounter can also be configured so that it only takes pictures of in or out flying targets, however
this method will be slower due to the detection which must be completed before. Therefore Apodemus 
advices to use the fast-trigger option. 

Required equipment:

 Apodemus BatCounter, Large or Small (Advised firmware version: 1.2.3 or higher)

 Apodemus BatCounter camera cable, suitable for your brand and model camera

 Camera (IR or visible light)

 Flash (IR or visible light)

 Tripod

Quick Installation process:

1. Make sure you have the right settings for your BatCounter, Camera and Flash. (See further in 
this document).

2. Mount your Apodemus BatCounter in a place where you expect bat activity.
3. Connect the camera cable to the expansion port on the BatCounter, and to the remote shutter 

port of your camera.
4. Power on the BatCounter and the camera.
5. Test the setup before leaving.

Image 1: Regular setup Image 2: Infrared setup
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General tips:

 Think about how you will analyse you images, did you select a camera angle that allows this?

 Test your setup before you use it in the field. Test especially the auto power off feature of your
camera and flash.

 Test the trigger by throwing an object like a tennis ball through the BatCounter.

 Synchronize the camera time and BatCounter time, to synchronize your measurements.

 The BatCounter does have options for camera trigger via IR, however this option is not as fast
and reliable as a wired connection. Therefore we advise to use a camera cable.

1 - BatCounter settings:

Make sure you have the right settings configured in your BatCounter. The available settings for the 
camera trigger function are in the batcounterconfig.txt file. Please consult the BatCounter 
manual for information about using the configuration file. 

2- Available commands for configuring the camera trigger

How to build your configuration file?

1. Select the required trigger option, it is advised to use  cam_triggerfast and enable it by 

selecting the right channel. With standard camera cables this is channel 1: the trigger signal. 
Disable the other trigger options.

Example:
cam_triggerin 0
cam_triggerout 0
cam_triggerfast 1

2. Check your camera and flash and find if you need the option to keep your camera or flash 
powered on. If so, select an appropriate interval to trigger the camera.

Example, 55 minutes:
cam_max_wire1_interval 55
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cam_triggerin0;Should I trigger when I detect something flying IN? 0=no, 1=Wire 1 (Trigger),
2=IR-Nikon, 3=IR-Canon, 4=Wire 2 (Focus)

cam_triggerout0;Should I trigger when I detect something flying OUT? 0=no, 1=Wire 1 
(Trigger), 2=IR-Nikon, 3=IR-Canon, 4=Wire 2 (Focus)

cam_triggerfast1;Should I trigger when I detect anything? 0=no, 1=Wire 1 (Trigger), 2=IR-
Nikon, 3=IR-Canon, 4=Wire 2 (Focus)

cam_max_wire1_interval55;Set the maximum amount of time before triggering wire 1 (Trigger) 
again: 0=infinity, otherwise in minutes [0..1440].

cam_max_wire2_interval0;Set the maximum amount of time before triggering wire 2 (Focus) 
again: 0=infinity, otherwise in minutes [0..1440].

cam_pulsewidth100;Set the duration of the focus and trigger pulse in milliseconds. 
[1..1000].
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3. If you need other options for these configurable outputs, Apodemus can inform you on 
request.

3- Camera settings:

1. Use manual focus (MF), this will be faster than auto focus and does not interfere with the 
BatCounter measurement system.

2. Use manual lighting control, and adjust exposure time, diaphragm and flash intensity so that 
you get a picture which is of good quality.

3. Set the shutter mode to “Remote control”

4. Zoom and focus to the BatCounter so that you can see approximately 30 cm around the frame
of the BatCounter. Tip: make sure you can see the direction arrows.

5. Set the “Auto power off” or “standby” function to the longest possible time. If it is not possible 
to disable this function completely, you must instruct the BatCounter to keep the camera alive:
Do this by setting the parameter cam_max_wire1_interval to a value slightly lower 

than the auto power off time of your camera or flash (use the lowest value). The BatCounter 
forces a picture after this time of inactivity, which makes sure your camera does not turn off.

6. Most camera’s do last one night or more on a battery. For longer observations connect an 
external power supply.

4- Flash settings:

1. Set the “Auto power off” or “standby” function to the longest possible time. If it is not possible 
to disable this function completely, you must instruct the BatCounter to keep the flash alive: 
Do this by setting the parameter cam_max_wire1_interval to a value slightly lower 

than the auto power off time of your camera or flash (use the lowest value). The BatCounter 
forces a picture after this time of inactivity, which makes sure your flash does not turn off.

2. A flash can consume a lot of energy; it is advised to use an extended battery capacity or a 
mains-powered flash unit (whenever available).
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Available camera cables:

The following camera cables are standard available, if you are not sure which cable to use, or if an 
applicable cable is not in the list please contact info@apodemus.eu for a suitable option.

With adaptor Canon E3
Geschikt voor:

CANON Digital Rebel X, XT, XTi, XSi, Xi, T1i, T2i, T3i
CANON EOS 300, EOS 300V, EOS 50E, EOS 50, EOS 33, 30
Pentax K110D, K100D, Gx-1L
Pentax *ist D, DS, DS2, DL, DL2
Hasselblad H, H1, H2, H2D
Contax 645, Nl, Nx, N, Digital
Samsung GX-20

With adaptor Canon N3
Canon EOS D30, D60, 10D, 20D, 30D, 40D, 50D, EOS 5D, 7D, 5D mark II, 1D,EOS 1Ds, EOS 1D 
MarkII, EOS 1Ds MarkII, EOS 1D MarkIII, EOS 1Ds MarkIII

With adaptor Nikon 10p
Nikon D1, D1h, D1x, D2, D2H, D2Hs, D2X, D3, D3X, D100, D200, D300, D700
KODAK DCS Pro 14n DCS620
FUJI S3 Pro, S5 Pro
Nikon F6, F5, F100, F90, F90x, N90, N90x

With adaptor Nikon DC10

Nikon D90, D600, D610, D750, D3100, D3200, D5000, D5100, D5200, D5500, D7000

With adaptor Sony S1
Sony Alpha DSLR-A100, A200, A300, A350, A450, A500, A550, A700, A850, A900, A580, A560, A55
Minolta Maxxum/Dynax/AF 7D, 5D, Maxxum/Dynax/AF 9, 7, 5, 4, 3, 807si, 800si, 700si, 600si, 505si, 
500si, Sweet, Sweets, 9000, 7000, 5000, DiMAGE 7Hi, 7i, 7, 5, A1, A2, A200

With adaptor Sony S2
Sony A7, A7r, A7S, A7II, A7R II, NEX-3NL, A6300, A6000, A5100, A5000, A3000, A58, RX100M2 
(RX100II), RX100M3 (RX100III), HX50, HX60, HX400, HX300

With adaptor Olympus CB1
Olympus E-5, E-3, E-30, E-20, E-10, E-1,E-20N, E300,E100RS, C8080,C7070,C5060,C2500L

With adaptor Olympus UC1
Olympus E-400, E-410, E-420, E-510, E-520, E-30, E-620, E-450, E-P1, E-4XX SERIES, SP-510UZ, 
SP-550UZ, SP-560UZ, SP-565UZ, SP-570UZ(no bulb photography)

Other cables can be made available on request. 
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